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171 CBU 78090, 171 CBU 98090 and 171 CBU 98091 CPU Status  LEDs

CPU Status LEDs

The LED panel on the 171 CBU 78090, 171 CBU 98090 and 171 CBU 98091 processors includes 
the following LEDs you can use to diagnose the CPU status:
� RUN (green)
� ERR (red)
� I/O (red)

Diagnosing the CPU Status

The state of each of these 3 LEDs–blinking, ON, or OFF–collectively describe the CPU status, as 
follows:

RUN ERR I/O CPU State

Blinking1 Blinking1 Blinking1 The CPU is booting, or is performing power-up self 
tests, or detects a missing or invalid OS.

OFF Blinking1 OFF The CPU is not configured.

Blinking1 OFF or 

Blinking1
OFF or ON A valid application is in the CPU. The CPU is in 

stop state.
� A blinking ERR LED indicates that a minor 

CPU error (see page 144) has been detected. 
The processor can continue to operate.

� Solid ON I/O LED indicates a local I/O error 
(see page 143) or an I/O-Bus error 
(see page 143) has been detected.

ON OFF or 

Blinking1
OFF or ON The CPU is in run mode.

Blinking1 ON OFF A firmware transfer is in progress.

1. ON for 250 ms, OFF for 250 ms, repeated continuously.
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171 CBU 78090, 171 CBU 98090 and 171 CBU 98091 Communicat ion Status 
LEDs

Communication Status LEDs

The LED panel on the 171 CBU 78090 (M1) (see page 15) processor includes the following LEDs 
you can use to diagnose the state of communication over the 2 serial ports:
� MB1 CH0 (yellow)
� MB2 CH1 (yellow)

The LED panel on the 171 CBU 98090 (M1E) and 171 CBU 98091 (M1E-GD) processors 
(see page 19) includes the following LEDs you can use to diagnose the state of communication 
over the serial and Ethernet ports:
� MB1 CH0 (yellow)
� ETH STS (green)
� ETH LNK/ACT (green)
� ETH 100 (green)

Diagnosing Communication Status

The state of each of these LEDs describes the communication status for each processor:

LED Processor Flash Pattern Communication State

M1 M1E & 
M1E-GD

MB1 CH0 X X Flashing1 Data exchange (RX or TX) on the configurable RS232/RS485 serial port 
(channel 0) in progress

OFF No data exchange on the serial connection

MB2 CH1 X Flashing1 Data exchange (RX or TX) on fixed RS485 serial port (channel 1) in progress

OFF No data exchange on the serial connection

ETH STS X ON Communication OK

2 flashes2 Invalid MAC address

3 flashes2 Ethernet link not connected

4 flashes2 Duplicate IP address

5 flashes2 Waiting for served IP address

6 flashes2 Operating using default IP address

ETH 
LNK/ACT

X ON Ethernet link detected – no communication activity

OFF No Ethernet link detected

Flashing Data exchange on the Ethernet link in progress

ETH 100 X ON Ethernet transmission at 100 Mbits/s (fast Ethernet)

OFF Ethernet transmission at 10 Mbits/s, or no Ethernet link detected

1. ON for 200 ms, OFF for 200 ms, repeated continuously.
2. ON for 200 ms, OFF for 200 ms, repeated N times, followed by ON for 1000 ms.
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CPU Status Detected Error Codes

Introduction

The 171 CBU 78090, 171 CBU 98090 and 171 CBU 98091 processors can detect errors during 
run-time. There are 4 types of reported detected errors:
� Local I/O detected errors
� I/O-Bus detected errors
� Minor CPU detected errors
� Major CPU detected errors

Local I/O Detected Errors

A local I/O error is detected when:
� The processor cannot read the ID of the I/O base.
� The ID of the local I/O base does not match the configured I/O base.
� The I/O base triggers the detection of an error

If a local I/O error is detected, the RUN LED blinks ON and OFF, and the ERR LED is ON. 

When a local I/O error is detected, the current I/O transmission is dropped. 

The cause of a detected local I/O-Bus error is stored in the register located at %SW135 with the 
following values:
� 0 = no detected error
� 1 = error detected while attempting to read the I/O base ID
� 2 = I/O base mismatch detected (the I/O base ID does not match the I/O base ID in the 

application) 
� 3 = I/O base errors detected

I/O-Bus Detected Errors

An I/O-Bus error is detected when one of the following events occurs:
� The ID of the remote processor does not match the configured processor ID.
� The I/O base triggers the detection of an error.
� The processor detects a missing or extra processor on the I/O-Bus.
� The processor detects an I/O-Bus exchange error.

The cause of a detected I/O-Bus error is stored in the register located at %SW134 with the 
following values:
� 0 = no detected error
� 1 = module ID mismatch
� 2 = I/O base errors detected
� 3 = missing or extra module
� 4 = detected bus exchange error
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The processor also provides a compatibility status in a register located at %SW132, which is 
significant only when %S118 is set to 1. The compatibility status register can have the following 
values:
� bits 0 to 14: Contain a value from 1 to 64, which indicates the network position of the module 

that cannot be reached.
� bit 15: 

� A value of 0 indicates a general communication interruption.
� A value of 1 indicates that communication with a module is possible, but the detected module 

is not of the configured module type.

Minor CPU Detected Errors

A minor CPU error is detected when the processor enters the Halt state. No action is needed to 
clear a minor detected error. The processor can continue to operate. 

When a minor CPU error is detected, both the RUN and ERR LEDs blink ON and OFF. 

Major CPU Detected Errors

When a major CPU error is detected, the processor enters the Stop state. The processor cannot 
continue to operate. A major CPU detected error can have many causes.

For diagnosing detected errors, use the following system words:
� %SW125: last detected error
� %SW126 and 127: address of the program instruction that generated the detected error

For a description of system bits and words – including detected error descriptions – refer to the 
topic System Bits and System Words in either the Unity Pro help, or the Unity Pro Operating Modes 
documentation.

When a major CPU error is detected the RUN LED is OFF, and both the ERR and IO LEDs remain 
ON.

To clear a major detected CPU error, you need to cycle power to the processor. The processor 
performs a cold start, and restarts in Stop state. 


